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Indian Airl in 
A FORMIDABLE WELDING 

By John Seekings Part One 

TO most people in the Western World, civil aviation in India 
means one thing: that talented airline, Air-India International. 
Yet the simple fact is that India's airline business is divided 

fairly equally between two publicly owned operators, and in most 
respects the bigger of the two is Indian Airlines Corporation. That 
IAC is relatively little known abroad is an obvious consequence of a 
government policy which has restricted its activities to India and 
the neighbouring territories, the honour of flying the flag farther 
afield having been entrusted to Air-India International. Less 
obvious, but perhaps of greater significance, is the fact that IAC 
has been very busy—very busy indeed—minding its own business. 

The problem that has been engrossing IAC management in the 
nine years since the corporation's inception has been to succeed in 
transforming a depressed airline industry, consisting of eight 
fiercely individualistic private companies, into a single undertaking, 
efficient and economic, profitable and proud. This process, which 
undoubtedly has raised managerial problems as severe as any in 
the history of air transport, would have been painful and laborious 
in any country. In India, the problem has required almost super
human patience and skill. 

To understand this one must first appreciate India's vast size. 
Only when one realizes that this great triangle, each side of which, 
would stretch from London to Athens, is indeed a continent rather 
than a country, can one visualize the managerial difficulties of 
controlling such a widespread organization as IAC. Then one 
must recall the divisions of race and caste which still so often 
divide one Indian from another; an executive versed in the com
plexities of such apparently simple tasks as say, transferring a fitter 
from Calcutta to Hyderabad would be only too familiar with this 
particular aspect of the subject. Another way of measuring this 
same problem is to contemplate the difficulties of advertising in a 
country which rejoices in over a dozen major languages and several 
hundred local dialects. Yet another peculiarly Indian factor which 
can easily be overlooked by the comfortably air-conditioned visitor 
is the enervating effect of heat and humidity. One of the great 
myths of the Western World is that the inhabitants of the tropics 
are perfectly adapated to their climate. 

A fourth factor that must be borne in mind is the tragic poverty 
of India. Most obviously this means that of India's 400m 
people perhaps only 5m are able to afford air travel, even 
though fares are lower than in any other country. Less obviously, 
the nation's limited reserves leave little over for export, and the 
country thus suffers a chronic shortage of foreign exchange—this 
being particularly difficult for an airline. 

The final fundamental problem which faces IAC is that which is 
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raised by the two twin scourges of the Indian economy—unemplo\ -
ment and underemployment. Superficially, this might seem an 
advantage in that the airline can obtain its labour relatively cheaplv 
But such an advantage appears of doubtful value when one con
templates the effect that this excess of manpower has on personnel 
relations, on those delicate aspects of business life which determine 
whether men enjoy their work. Imported notions about labour 
problems—based on the scarcity of labour which is characteristic of 
the West—have little place in a country which has too many people. 

To understand, then, the magnitude of the managerial problem 

Although the adverse gap between operating revenue and operating 
expenditure (upper graph) has not entirely closed, lACs non-traffic 
revenues are now such that a small overall profit accrues. Lower graph: 
Despite prohibitive fuel costs and increasing pay rates, the cost level 
has been held down to 30d per c.t.m. Meanwhile revenue rates have 
been tending upwards as the airline has concentrated increasingly on the 
more remunerative passener trunk services 


